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M I N D S E T

COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP
A GUIDE TO SHINING, NOT SHRINKING, WHEN IT MATTERS MOST
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Courageous leadership starts with a commitment to your best. What does your best look like? 

What one word (or phrase) defines the best version of you?

COMMIT TO YOUR BEST

HAVE AN ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

You cannot simultaneously experience two competing emotions, negative and positive.

What's good? What's working well? Start your day, meetings, etc. with this practice.

Be conscious, and intentional, of the information you're consuming.

These inputs affect outputs.

MANAGE INPUTS

AMPLIFY YOUR GOODNESS

Courageous leaders must win the tug-of-war. More anxiety requires more patience.

More pessimism requires more positivity. More ambiguity requires more principle.

LAUGH AMID THE SERIOUSNESS 

Serious situations aren't laughing matters, but sometimes, what matters is laughing.

What humor can you find amid the chaos? This brings perspective.

https://scottwelle.com/courageous


MESSAGING

COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP
A GUIDE TO SHINING, NOT SHRINKING, WHEN IT MATTERS MOST
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The most courageous leaders are able to relate and make people feel understood. 

What are your people going through? What's it like to walk in their shoes?

DEMONSTRATE EMPATHY

ACT AS IF

Who has been a courageous leader in your life? How would they handle your current situation?

Summon this courageous leader within you and act as if.

When people are uncertain, they don't act. This is reduced through structure and progress. 

How can you provide greater structure? Emphasize progress to empower others? 

REDUCE UNCERTAINTY

PRACTICE POSITIVE FUTURE PACING

Positive future pacing instills hope during change and adversity.

Paint a picture in peoples' minds using words like 'imagine,''see,' and 'visualize.'

LET PEOPLE SEE YOU; HEAR YOU

Courageous leaders must deliver serious, timely messages that carry consequences.

If possible, do this face-to-face or over audio / video. It's more effective and impactful.

https://scottwelle.com/courageous


MOVING FORWARD
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Courageous leaders use their struggles + triumphs as a reservoir of strength for fighting future battles.

What are these reference points for you? If you've done it before, you can do it again.

USE REFERENCE POINTS

PLAY THE LONG GAME

Many times, long-term gain requires short-term pain.

What does your long game look like? Whatever is happening in the present; it, too, shall pass.

It may be hard to see, but change creates opportunities in any, and every, situation.

Can you identify them?

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES

RESIST DRASTIC CHANGES

Fear of loss makes us question everything we're doing and everything we've done.

Resist the urge for drastic changes. Make tweaks, but use an 80/20 to stay your primary course.

RECALIBRATE YOUR GPS

Serious change requires a recalibration of your goal achievement GPS.

What is your current starting point? What's your new end destination?

https://scottwelle.com/courageous


OUTPERFORM 2020
R A I S E  Y O U R  G A M E

ABOUT SCOTT
Outperforming leaders are not born; they’re made. We ALL have

the capacity to “raise our game,” and Scott Welle has spent more

than 15 years helping people do this, personally and

professionally. He has authored 9 best selling books, has a

Master’s degree in Sport Psychology, and regularly consults with

top performing business leaders and athletes, all with one

common goal: to OUTPERFORM. He serves others by showing

them how to tap into the mindset of challenging their self-

limiting beliefs and aspiring to be their best everyday.

LIVE SPEAKING
Scott speaks and conducts workshops for companies,

organizations, athletic teams and small & large groups

looking for a high-energy dose of motivational techniques,

leadership lessons, and goal achievement strategies for

peak performance.

VIRTUAL TRAINING
Similar to above but what you lose in onsite impact and

energy, you gain in virtual convenience and efficiency. All

webinar trainings are recorded and come with one-year

internal access as ongoing professional development

resources.

PERSONAL COACHING
Strategic, individual coaching to help top performers break

through barriers, overcome personal challenges, and raise

their game mentally, physically, emotionally and

behaviorally. For those that seek the highest level of

performance.
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